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Value
(Divergences & Convergences)
Exchange, Capture, Creation , 
Context, Utility
Purchase & Use Convergence

Value creation in context
Pricing/Purchase/Use

Human social exchanges 
and interactions

Co-creation
Open Innovation
Anticipation

Capture
Price
Risk
Probabilities

Infrastructure
IT as a utility
Ubiquitous

Efficiency vs Effectiveness of value
Co-production
Customer certificates
Self Service

Human Behaviour
 - value perception
- decision making
Use of resources to 
generate and create 
value and alignment to 
strategy and 
sustainability

Transaction cost decrease

Boundaries of transactions and 
transaction cost of boundaries. 
Thick and thin crossing points.

Moral Cost
Toll on social system

Information Overload
"quality" material that 
has been analysed or 
conveyed TCE - opportunism Integration and information availability asymmetry

Cost behind the 
transaction (agency)
 - opportunism
- risk 
- balanced
- moral hazards

Virtual Property Virtual in context

Social issues (shadows of 
me left behind in info)
What is content?

Premium gains
Establishing value
Boundaries of the the 
offering Managing virtual world information

Operational system
How do you look at 
"profit"
"revenue”

Value Proposition Platforms
- open innovation technology 
management
- enablers 
(from material enablers eg things, 
to virtual/digital enablers eg open 
innovation spaces)

Customer centricity in digitizing 
existing things

Demands for other 
platforms (online all the 
time)
Socio - material ontology

Infinitely fragmented 
audience
Design for context
Affordable

What is "unit" of 
exchange?

Money from information centricity instead of materials.
Infrastructure support for platform.

Measurement systems 
maybe restraining 
innovation.

Activity Systems 
Value Creating Systems
- Partnerships
- Constellations
- Capabilities & Competencies

Creation of meaning symbols? 
Where should exchanges be?

Skills
Architecture

Where should 
exchanges be? Design characteristics of that architecture.

New economic models are how entities come together to create value in a system with new types of exchanges (markets) that has/could be economic.

Disciplines/Research Communities
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Vanishing cost of delivery

Legal implications
- hardware platform to "hold" virtual property

- substrate
- legal entity of that

Physical demarcation
- infrastructure hardware/software
- platform is global infrastructure

----------------
ENGINEERING:

Digitisation of manufacturing
- remodularisation of products for outcomes

From twitter feed to blog to band creating music as 
interaction.


